Sean Van Schoor

Height 189
Chest 96
Waist 83
Shoes 43
Hair Brown
Eyes Blue
High Roller

Hit the big time by paying attention to the small details

PHOTOGRAPHY BY JUSTIN POLKEY

FASHION

STYLE ON ARRIVAL

High fashion isn’t everything. Being impressively smart.

From left: Sean wears Zara jacket R1 000, Mandhla shirt R2 300, Thomas & Bini no tie R500

Lawrence wears Hugo Boss suit R2 900, Eton shirt R2 500
Akbari Bogart hat at R.M. Williams R2 150. Ties at Estremo Eyewear Spectacles R2 800. Designer Warehouse tie R150

Brandon wears Polo suit R3 500, Tiger of Sweden shirt R2 200. O.B. at Sunglass Hut sunglasses R2 99. Paul Smith tie R1 150
CALVIN KLEIN COLLECTION
SWEATSHIRT 410 EURO
Hemd 210 EURO

JACKE 1250 EURO
Hemd 510 EURO
SCHUHE 550 EURO

SCHIEFER
FALZE 19 EURO